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Valley
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 150 x 124 cm, diptych / 2022
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Half
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 64.5 x 120 cm / 2022



Separated
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 90 x 61 cm / 2022
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Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 183 x 182 cm, quadriptych / 2022
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Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 61 x 116 cm / 2022

Crumple
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 118 x 91.5 cm / 2022
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Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 145.5 x 161.5 cm / 2022
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Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 61 x 90 cm / 2022
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Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 91 x 180 cm, diptych / 2022

Edge fold
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 119.5 x 87 cm / 2022
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Horizontal
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 108 x 56 cm / 2022

Unintentionally 
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 122 x 182 cm, diptych / 2022
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Paper Planes  Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 37 x 46 cm each / 2022
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Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 61 x 146.5 cm / 2022

Bracing II
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 61 x 145.5 cm / 2022
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Intercept
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 90 x 182 cm, diptych / 2022

Blanket 
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 122 x 122 cm, diptych / 2022
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Vertical
 

Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel plate / 122 x 228 cm, diptych / 2022



Unexpected
Industrial paint & oil paint on mild steel / 149 x 122 cm / 2022

There is something inherently telling about engaging with a 
body of work in the studio of the artist; away from the walls 
of the gallery, removed from the perfect lighting and primed 
walls, they are able to exist in their most honest state. 
Walking into Amirul Yazid’s studio on a Friday afternoon, 
I was greeted by the sight of the artworks from this solo 
exhibition spread across the space shared between him 
and his peers. With some pieces still in the final stages of 
their conception, I was privy to the lines that were yet to be 
perfected and mild steel plates in the process of being bent. 
With simply the artist, the artworks, and the studio informing 
my understanding of the body of work, I was afforded the 
opportunity to engage with these pieces in a very raw and 
unfiltered setting. Humbled by his remarkably minimalistic, 
but thoughtful approach to his most recent series of wall 
sculptures, I was quickly fueled by curiosity to uncover the 
mystery behind Logami. 

Back to basics: A prologue to origami

Featuring mild steel plates, cleverly [and carefully] painted 
and sculpted to appear as folded, ordinary ruled paper, 
Amirul shares that Logami was developed out of his final 
year project during his degree programme at UiTM. Having 
graduated just before the spread of COVID-19, he distinctly 
recalled that it all began with his study of origami. Derivative 
of two Japanese words: ori which means ‘to fold’ and 
kami which means ‘paper’, the term origami refers to the 
traditional art of paper folding. In his research on the art 
of paper folding, he came across the popular Japanese 
legend whereby a person who folds one thousand origami 
cranes would be granted a wish by the Gods. This shaped 
the output of his final degree year project, acting as the 
foundation for this first solo exhibition with SARENG.  

Between the Creases and Folds of Logami
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With that in mind, it is important to distinguish that having 
matured and developed his practice since his degree, 
Amirul has moved past the subject of origami forms in his 
sculptural practice. Instead, he has shifted his focus from 
the historical narrative of origami to the fundamentals and 
technical aspects of paper-folding. Observing shapes and 
lines created by uncomplex folds and creases, he has in 
his words, “gone back to the basics”. This decision stemmed 
from his long-time fascination with geometrical elements, 
which he admitted was likely the reason he originally 
gravitated to origami. 

Thus, stripped away from any elaborate origami designs, 
Amirul places emphasis on the fundamentals of folding and 
creasing. The primarily abstract and minimalistic forms allow 
us to truly observe the geometrical elements encompassed 
within the lines and forms that make up each composition. 

Going back to the first fold: Where Amirul met Steel and Paper

In place of the likes of paint and graphite, it is interesting 
how Amirul has embodied the energy of mark-making 
behind the act of folding and creasing; even more intriguing 
is his decision to disguise each mild steel plate as paper. 
Uniting the physical properties and optical impression of 
two very contrasting materials, one must wonder how this 
three-way relationship [between mild steel, paper, and 
Amirul] began.

Any artist who has undergone formal art education will 
tell you that experimenting with a variety of materials and 
mediums is always encouraged by the lecturers while in 
university. Amirul recalls that as an art student, funds were 
limited, but they had access to an abundance of scrap 
materials in the university workshop - it was here where he 
first started to familiarise himself with mild steel, exploring 
and testing the potential and limitations of the material. 

In conversation with Amirul regarding the process and 
technique behind the current body of work, his approach 
is relatively straightforward. His treatment of the material 
involves sanding down the plates, before using a mild steel 
grinding disc to create imprints of lines. Careful not to cut 
through the plates entirely, he leaves just enough of an etch 
to allow him to bend and manipulate them to his desired 
composition. This approach is also applied to create the 
appearance of the ruled and gridded lines of a notebook. 
Following the grinding and bending process, he sprays 
down the plates with white spray paint. Once they are dried, 
he applies oil paint to ink the lines; similar to the concept of 
inking etching plates, he allows the oil paint to sit between 
the engraved lines before cleaning the residue surrounding 
the grooves to create pristine and clean uniform lines. 
Observing how he has carefully manipulated the physical 
capabilities and appearance of the artworks from Logami, it 
is evident that he is well-versed in handling the material.

But where does paper fall into this journey? 

Note that Amirul’s portrayal of paper is not just of any kind of 
paper - the first thing that many of us will recognise are the 
pages of our buku latihan sekolah in front of us. Transporting us 
to our days in primary and secondary school, these ruled and 
gridded papers were undeniably a staple of school stationery. 
The blue [and occasionally red] lines  and grids had framed 
our countless essays and equations, while also playing 
witness to our careless mistakes, perseverance, and growth. 

Last year, Amirul returned to his hometown in Kuantan 
sometime between the nationally imposed lockdowns over 
the last two years. Unable to return to his studio in Klang due 
to the travel bans between states, he found himself stuck 
at home sharing a bedroom with his school-going, younger 
brother. One day, while cleaning up that bedroom, he came 
across randomly folded and creased pages in between his 



brother’s unkept stack of school exercise books. Accidental 
and unintentional, Amirul found inspiration in this seemingly 
mundane moment - who knew sharing a bedroom with your 
sibling could prove to be productive after all? 

The chameleon effect: Taking a closer look

And so, following his “eureka” moment emerged the 
development of Logami — a play between the word 
logam, which is Malay for ‘metal’, and the term kami which 
is Japanese for ‘paper’. Capitalising on how our brain 
is programmed with specific sets of visual and sensory 
perceptions of materials, Amirul juxtaposes the contradicting 
qualities of paper and mild steel. On his command, these 
steel plates camouflage as paper, like chameleons under 
threat. While some folds appear more tightly creased than 
others, they still [though in varying degrees] embody the 
delicate and lightweight characteristics we associate with 
paper rather than the perceived, tougher qualities of steel. 

In the diptych Waves (2022) for example, the creases 
appear almost graceful, guiding your eyes in a whisper 
of a rhythm. True to its name, it resembles an aerial view 
of wave formations. Capturing the delicate nature of 
paper, the marks made against the surfaces of blue and 
red ruled paper are less defined and almost accidental. 
In contrast, the folds depicted in Windmill (2022) embody 
more disciplined and intentional qualities. However, 
despite being one of the slightly more elaborate designs, 
no complicated folds were employed in making the 
quadriptych. The shadows which fall in between and 
against the surface of the folds do well to create depth and 
definition that may suggest otherwise. Individually, the steel 
plates take on more abstract forms; together, they make up 
a formative arrangement of the blades of a windmill or the 
petals of a flower.  

Notions of play and childhood are evident not just in the type 
of paper portrayed, but also in what can be considered his 
least abstract piece in this series; Paper Planes (2022) is an 
installation of thirteen mild steel, origami-designed planes. 
As arguably one of the first forms of origami we would have 
come across as children, many of us might find ourselves a 
tad nostalgic. Laced with an underlying note of cheekiness, 
the subject, combined with the buku latihan pages alludes to 
a familiar scene of tearing pages of our school notebooks to 
craft aeroplanes and other childhood games.

If one were to look closely at certain pieces, such as 
Unintentionally (2022) from a side profile, the slightly uneven 
surface of the steel plate becomes apparent; though barely 
visible it adds to the delicate qualities intended in this 
series. This effect was caused by the heat from welding 
steel frames at the back of the artwork for installation 
purposes; he had exerted much “force” during the welding 
process which created this subtle stress on the surface. 
The irony behind this unintended effect is that the subject 
matter mirrored in these steel plates would have required 
far less effort to have achieved the same result. 

Observing the way in which he has embodied elements 
of paper against the contrasting qualities of steel, it is no 
surprise that a source of inspiration is the American pop 
artist, Jeff Koons, who is (in)famously known for his iconic 
balloon sculptures from his Celebration (1994) series. 
Although made of mirror-polished stainless steel, the 
sculptures appear bouncy, as though they are filled with 
air, threatening to pop with a prick of a needle. While the 
works from Logami and Celebration may look vastly different 
from one another, they share in the contradictory nature of 
the perceived characteristics of their subject matter versus 
the tangible qualities of the material. Essentially, through 
Logami, Amirul challenges us to reflect on the way we see 
and to question what we think we know.



Creases and folds: An epilogue to inspiration in unremarkable spaces

From his dedication to exploring the capabilities of mild 
steel to the accidental moments that spark ideas, one can 
come to appreciate and respect how Amirul has drawn 
inspiration from unremarkable circumstances. His journey 
with mild steel started as a matter of convenience, while 
his study of the qualities of paper began with his brother’s 
unkept schoolbooks - there were no crazy, emotional 
backstories, just honest moments of reality. He engaged 
with ordinary, unsophisticated materials to deliver these 
quietly intriguing pieces that feel almost monumental in 
their minimalistic presence. 

But though a humble and staple material for most of us, 
we cannot overlook the significance of paper in our lives; a 
symbol of innovation, it is a vehicle for education, ideas, and 
expression. In that vein, the notions of folding and creasing 
paper can carry with them many evocative references. The 
first fold could symbolise the start of making origami, and 
in turn new beginnings; dog-eared pages mark a moment 
of pause or the spark of an idea; paper planes invite an 
element of play, while creases may indicate unintentional 
actions or the passing of time. In all its unpretentious glory, 
Logami shows us that less is indeed more, and there is 
potential in even the most unsuspecting spaces.

Written by Elizabeth Low
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